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Introduction 
 

In this lab, we are going to have a small theoretical introduction (30 min), you should consider 

this introduction as a revision for your last lectures in the course, then we will have lab tasks, 

so you should try and analyze your programs and your memory to make sure that you understand 

the right meaning of stuff in your book, and these tasks will let you solve your next course 

homework easily. 

 

#1 Again, Not Everything In Your Assembly Code Is Machine Code: 
 

As you see in chapter 4 in your textbook, this whole chapter describes rules and directives for 

your assembler, these directives will make your life easier when you write assembly, but the 

most important thing here is to understand what the assembler actually doing to grasp the 

concept of every assembler directive.  

Note: Please, don’t assume that everything written is executed by the CPU. 

 

#2 Debug Your Program Step By Step And Read The Error Messages: 
 

If you have something like Keil, you should use it as it supposes to be used, don’t just run your 

program and pray to God that everything is fine, you won’t understand a thing in your program 

and you will try to fix errors without having any clues, from now you will do a lot of memory 

access (And maybe we will access peripherals addresses), so be sure that you read every error 

message like (Access violation), and look a the stored addresses in your registers to make sure 

that you want to access this address or not. 

 

#3 Not every address in your device is a RAM address: 
 

This also very important note, in a microcontroller the RAM is a very important peripheral, but 

not every address you access is an address in the RAM, there is a lot of other components 

connected to the CPU too, so don’t assume that every address is a memory address. 

Note: Return to your assigned textbook for more information (This topic is not that simple). 
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#4 Use your assembler directives: 
 

If you want to write to the RAM, you should know the location of that RAM, but remembering 

the address of the RAM doesn't make any sense (But you should know that there’s an address 

for the start of the RAM), So as you declare your code area (AREA is a directive), you can declare 

your data area, this area will point to the RAM, this is very important, if you want to write to 

somewhere in the microcontroller you should write to that location (Don’t write to your code 

location!). 

And there are another directives to help you calculate stuff in your assembly, these calculations 

won’t be executed by the CPU at the run time, the assembler will do that when you build your 

code (or project) only for one time. 

And don’t forget about the labels, you won’t count your memory by your hand, just use labels. 

 

Lab Tasks 
 

You need to open your assigned textbook to solve these tasks. 

 

Task #1: Initialize your RAM (20 min, 8 min) 
 

In this task, you will need to declare a data area (read-write area), this area will contain nothing 

at the beginning of your program, then you will need to know the location of this area after 

that use the DCB directive in your code area to prepare the initializing data for the ram, this 

data should contain this array of bytes (10,20,10,30,10,40), now write a code that copies these 

initialization data to your RAM, so we can use it later for some processing. 

Note: Use the LRDB, and don’t forget to use the base and the offset wisely. 

 

Task #2: Playing with Macros (25 min, 10 min) 
 

In this task you will need to write two macros, these macros let us easily create a for loop in 

assembly, please return to your book page 74 to understand how to write a macro (or to the 

Keil arm documentation), to make this task easier for you, this is how you should use the 

macros. 

      MOV r0, #0 

loop  FORLOOP r0, #6, stop 

           ; any assembly code 

      ENDFOR r0, loop 

stop  B stop 
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Task #3 (Bonus): Edit Your First Task To Use Words (8 min, 3 min) 
 

This task should be very easy compering with the second task, you will need to edit your first 

task to use DCD, So you will write words (4 bytes) instead of bytes, now initialize your RAM with 

the content of these words (Please don’t move byte by byte as we won’t gain any benifet), You 

can work with the pre-indexed addressing or post-indexed addressing (do not use ADD 

instruction). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

End of Lab #03 


